The exhaustive nature of this monograph, concerned with such a specialized suibject, perhaps reflects the growing appreciation of the significance of the blood in tuiberculosis. Although some workers refuse to attach great importance to the blood picture in tuberculosis, many phthisiologists have found in it a mirror of the underlying pathology, an indicator of the course of the disease, and even the crystal ball permitting a glimpse of the future. Dr. Muller analyzes her own extensive experience with 6819 blood examinations on 1000 patients, and she also presents a very complete and critical review of the literature. It is of some interest that her findings support the value of the polymorphonuclear neutrophil as the index of activity, and of the lymphocyte as the correlate of healing. The monocyte, a cell upon which an inordinate amount of emphasis has been placed in some quarters, particularly in relation to tuberculosis, has been found by the author to be of no consistent usefulness. The variations in other cellular elements, in the total counts, and in the sedimentation rates are also fully discussed. Since there still exists a surprising lack of unanimity as to normal standards, a considerable amount of general hematological material has been incorporated to provide the reader with such baselines. The author has succeeded admirably in presenting the solved and the unsolved problems pertaining to the blood picture in tu;berculosis, and makes increasingly untenable the position of those who have been unwilling to make use of hematological changes in the management of clinical tuberculosis.
- This symposium consists of eleven papers read at the fiftieth anniversary celebration of the University of Chicago. Most of the papers lie in special fields of zoology but the aim and approach is so diverse that there is little unity among them. The common denominator, according to the editor, is the question, "How are parts constituted into wholes throughout the range of life-forms?" but for the most part the authors do not aim as high as "How."
Rather, the goal seems to be simply the demonstration that parts are consti-tuted into wholes and, in some papers, that there are various levels of such integration. As Redfield points out, the symposium is far from a systematic consideration of a problem. No author attempts to define or discuss the phenomenon, integration. Indeed, the term is used in widely different senses by different authors. The papers vary greatly in contribution, some offering much of interest in fact or significant interpretation, others very little.
The first paper, by Dr. Libbie Hyman, suggests a solution of the phylogenetic problem of the transition from unicellular to multicellular animals.
The very provocative morphological discussion illustrates the frequent dependence of large theoretical consequences on the choice at critical poorly understood points, from among apparent alternatives, the decision being often only a matter of eliminating the least satisfactory. The physiological discussion emphasizes the crucial importance of polarization in the evolution of the first colonies of cells, for with polarization comes coordination.
J. W. Buchanan's paper emlbraces the large field of functional and structural integration of the individual by dominating centers in animals of intermediate complexity. He defines many of the problems in a stimulating way but shows that as yet we have almost none of the answers. The next paper, by R. W. Gerard, is the most general in scope and deals most definitely with the topic of the symposium. His conclusion is that a strong tendency exists for biological units -to evolve toward greater integration at each level of complexity and to superpose additional levels of complexity. This is as true for man as for lower levels, from the first cell to the termite colony. Cooperation and altruism will inevitably become generalized to the whole epiorganism, human society, and war of the present type will become impossible.
William Burrows points out the existence of important, intimate synergic relations between bacterial populations. H. S. Jennings gives an account of the social organization achieved by certain ciliate protozoa. Thomas Park illustrates "Integration in infra-social insect populations" by a consideration of the problem of population size, which is always the result of the "integration" of diverse genetic and environmental factors. W. C. Allee presents the known facts concerning social hierarchies in birds and lower mammals, discussing the long-run biological effects and the factors making for dominance-subordination patterns.
A. E. Emerson discusses "Basic comparison of human and insect societies." The similarities, he suggests, stem from a common need to control the environment; the differences, from human mechanisms for perpetuating social behavior which do not depend on heredity. C. R. Carpenter offers a very worthwhile characterization of natural groupings of monkeys and apes with sample findings suggesting the levels of social integration achieved and a list of the types of data most needed for a better understanding.
A. L. Kroeber, in "The societies of primitive man," distinguishes two general levels of integration among human societies-the "primitive" and "civilized," and points out some universal features and some significant differences between them. R. Park asks the question: "What are the distinguishing characteristics of modern society?" and gives answers, such as size, complexity, speed, mechanisms, freedom. He ends on the hopeful note that, since men will still make war to impose upon the world a new order, the Great Society is neither finished nor declining! This book contains a thorough study of the knee joints of 63 individuals varying in age from 1 month to 90 years. These knee joints were obtained post mortem or following amputation and then fixed in formaldehyde. Following this, x-rays were taken of all the joints and then they were opened and studied macroscopically and microscopically. None of these individuals had complained of any knee-joint symptoms and no changes were noted on physical examination.
The striking feature presented by the book is that all of the knee joints beyond the second decade of life showed definite changes similar to those
